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The RCBHT enables semantic state estimation from low-
level sensor data. The taxonomy is both a bottom-up and
top-bottom approach. It is built on the premised that: (i)
low-level relative-change patters can be classified through
a small set of categoric labels in an increasingly abstract
manner; (ii) that every task can be sub-divided into high-
level behaviors (as often divided by finite state machines),
and (iii) that in the conjoining (middle) layer, a set of key
lower-level abstract behaviors can be contextually (spatio-
temporal relations) identified to uniquely characterize the
high-level behaviors. This approach has been effective at
decoding wrench signatures into intuitive behavior 
sequences in assembly

Dual-arm tasks require that a coordination policy be de-
fined. We tested a male-pushing female-holding and a
male-pushing female-holding scheme. The morphology 
of a robot is also important as it affects the nature of 
interacction between robot arms. Our robot electrically 
drives both arms.

Semantic state estimation was possible through a  bottom-
up, top-down approach hierarchical taxonomy. Wrench sig
natures were itereatively encoded and eventually matched
with features to describe HLBs.

State estimation, especially in robot manipulation has
focused on improving the estimation of quantitative data like
pose or wrench information. The latter can be used amongst
other things for event modelling, often under a quantitative
domain and rarely semantic. Semantic representations how-
ever can be useful for high-level deliberation and planning,
or intuitive human-robot feedback. This work focuses on
generating continuous, data-driven, semantic state estimates
for dual arm operations in assembly tasks. Wrench signa-
tures are analyzed and continuously evaluated to generate
a discrete set of semantic descriptors that represent the task
state at a human-apropos level of understanding through the
RCBHT.
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Key questions include how to automate the generation
of increasingly abstract primitives/skills that describe 
basic motions (through wrenc or pose info). What kind 
of learning mechanisms could be used? For example, 
integrating Gabor-like filters with deep learning?

Discussion


